OUR
FIRST
BOOK
- CREATIONISM.
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The only pseudo-science officially
demanded to he taught in Queensland
government schools is "creationism".
Another disturbing fact is that in
a poll of 652 university students embarking on an introductory psychology
course,34% saw the evidence for "creationism" as strong or very strong. (See
article "ESP, as,trology and Australian
undergraduates." p 4 • ) ·
Several top Aus.tralian scientists,
worried by the mis..-use of science by
creationists, have written our first
Australian
An
·11 creationism
book
perspective".
The book has been edited by Dr
of the Schooi of
Mart in Bridgstock
Science at Grifftths · university and Dr
Ken Smith of the M athe.matics. Department
of the University of Queensland.
The well researched book will establish the Australian battle-lines between science and pseudo-science when
it is released in the new year.
to
Every effort has been made
keep down the cost of the publication
to ensure wide circulation. It will
sell for the remarkab.ly low price of $5
plus $1 for postage ~ithin Australia
from the Australian Skeptics, GPO Box
1555P, MELBOURNE. VIC 3001.

Seer Tom Cashes Up.
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AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS NEWS.
Convention Plans.
Our
second National Convention
will be held in Melbourne at Easter,
1986.
We will start with a dinner at a
top restaurant
on
the evening of
Sunday, March 30.
The next day, sessions will be
held in the morning and afternoon at
the luxurious
Alexander Theatre at
Monash University.
We plan to have five session3.
Themes of four of them will be:
Women and the Paranormal
Astrology and Astronomy
Law and Fake Paranormal Claims
Psychic Techniques
In the Psychic Techniques, we hope
to have psychic surgery, speaking in
tongues, a "seance", and a visit from
the infamous British medium Doris, who
will reveal all!!
Speakers will include top Australian feminists, scientists, lawyers, and
magicians. We hope to have at least one
international guest speaker.
We have left the theme of one
session to be decided closer to the
Convention,and welcome ideas on the
nomination of possible speakers.
We will wind up the Convention
with a party on Monday evening.
We would like to hear from nonVictorian skeptics who are planning to
attend for consideration as possible
speakers and to plan billetting arrangements.

SKEPTICS LOGO
RESULTS NEXT ISSUE
owing the prolonged mail strike in
NSW
and
the one day
strike
in
Melbourne, many entries arrived shortly
after the closing date.
We have decided to leave the final
choice to our next National Committee
meeting in November.
We were delighted with the number
and quality of the entries and the
final
choice
will
be
extremely
difficult.

the SKEPTIC

NORTH AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVE
Dr John Lattanzio, a former member
of our National Committee, is now our
North American representative.
He has
opened
an
Australian
Skeptics account and post office box in
Toronto
which
has
enabled
North
Americans to purchase back issues of
the "Skeptic" without the problems of
obtaining international bank drafts.
He will also be assisting American
skeptics who wish to come "down under"
in 1986 to see Halley's Comet and meet
local skeptics.
The
major
skeptics groups in
America have kindly sent out a leaflet
advertising sales of the "Skeptic;' and
the "Skeptical Inquirer" has carried an
advertisement for the "Skeptic". In
return we plan to make back issues of
American skeptics' newletters available
to Australians.
we have reprinted the "Best of
Basis"
extracts from the newsletter
of
the
Bay
Area
Skeptics
(San
Francisco).
The "Best of Basis" is a bound
and can be purchased by
volume
sending $A8 to GPO Box 1555P, Melb.
3001.
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Women And The Paranormal.
The National Committee has decided
CONDITIONS
to establish a new committee to examine
the issues of women and the paranormal,
and to deliver a paper at our second
National Convention at Easter 1986.
Issues to be examined may include
the concept 1:hat women are more naturally "psychic" and intuitive and more
likely to possess paranormal powers,
the role of
women as clairvoyants,
mediums and psychics, the suppression
of women by ascribing paranormal powers
to
them
and
punishing
them
as
"witches", the presenting of paranormal
matters in women's magazines.
The committee may also look at how
women have been exploited by religious
psychics and health frauds.
The three foundation members of
the committee are:
Alina Holgate, law graduate
Jan~t de
Silva,
science graduate,
journalist
Anne
Tuohy,
pharmacist,
"Skeptic"
editor.
The committee is open to other
female skeptics and would welcome ideas
and information
on the topic from
anyone.

READ CREATION SCIENCE
PRAYER NEWS
·r he Creation Science Foundation
offers free subscriptions to its newsletter, "Creation Science Prayer News"
You can read their pseudoscience
or their vehement attacks on us, firsthand.
To be placed on the free "Prayer
News" mailing list write to:
Creation Science Foundation Ltd ••
PO Box 302,
Sunnybank, Qld, 4109
If you can obtain one of their own
forms, this may ensure your chances of
being placed on their free list.
We suggest all Skeptics do not
write immediately so not to overwhelm
their staff.
Perhaps
your
friends,
fellow
scientists and your sisters, cousins
and their
aunts (and brothers and
uncles) might also like to receive the
"Prayer News" free, so why not let them
know of the fabulous free offer?
the SKEPTIC

FOR TESTING PSYCHIC CLAIMANTS
The National Committee, as the
party
directly
responsible to our
Patrons Phillip Adams and DicK Smith
for testing claimants seeking to win
their offered reward of $20,000, finds
it necessary to remind Committee members and subscribers that any such testing must
comply strictly to
the
Conditions as set out in our leaflet
"An Invitation
to all Psychics in
Australia" and repeated below.
1. We require of each claimant that he/she submits a claim in writing,
stating clearly the power claimed,
to the National Committee of the
Australian Skeptics.
2. The claim must include a letter from
a responsible person
such as a
teacher, or police officer, that the
effect has been witnessed.
3. A preliminary test will be carried
out by the state committee of the
Skeptics in
which
the claimant
resides if feasible. If not feasible
by the state committee then this
test will be carried out by the
National Committee. If the claimant
passes the preliminary test then a
final test will be carried out by
the National Committee.
4. The protocol (the detailed procedure
for the testing) will vary according
to the claim and will be drawn and
agreed by all parties (including the
National Committee) in advance of
testing. The protocol will be examined by professionals to check for
errors or fakery.
S o All costs are to be lJorne by the
claimant unless other arrangements
have been agreed in advance.
6. A public record will be kept of all
enquiries,
applications
and
testings.
7. By accepting these conditions the
claimant agrees that the Austr~lian
Skeptics can make full use of all
material.
A copy of the full Invitation is
available from The Australian Skeptics,
GPO Box 1555P, MELBOURNE VIC 3001.
James Gerrand,
National Secretary.
November 1985
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ESP and Australian Students.
by Ken White, Anne Moores, Lyndall Jones and Tony Fbgarty,
Department of Psychology, University of Queensland
major faculties are involved we have
the
in
report
recent
A
been able to test a representative
that
1985)
28/29,
"Australian" (Sept.
students.
undergraduate
of
group
his
contact
Prince Charles is trying to
questionntesting,
the
all
Throughout
Louis
Lord
uncle
assassinated
aires were anonymously filled in to
Mountbatten via an ouiJa board, once
obtain truthful answers.
help
the
on
interest
again focuses popular
In the first study T.F. reused
spirit world. It may also be the begin(1925) questionnaire to measure
Nixon's
ning of a range of occult accoutrements
of 331 students. Among the
opinions
the
that are "by Royal Appointment".
are of interest. To an
two
items,
27
popular
of
Just what is the extent
"if you stare at a
statement,
ESP-type
belief in the supernatural? In Great
make him turn
can
you
back
person's
Britain a few years ago, the popul~rr
of telepathy"
form
a
is
this
around,
a.
periodical "New Scientist" conducted
the remaindwhile
agreed
37.8%
or
125
survey into readers attitudes toward
the proposto
And
disagreed.
er, 62.2%
parapsychology. The results, later reinfluence
the
under
born
"people
ition
ported by Evans (1973), were, to say
influence
the
show
planets
of certain
the least, surprising; 350 or 25% of
34.7%
or
115
character",
in their
those who returned the questionnaire
agreed.
held ESP to be an established fact,
Tobacyk's (1983) questionnaire was
while a further 590 or 42% saw it as a
given by A.M. to 340 students,and conlikely possibility. In terms of the
firmed the existence of similar belief
dichotomy introduced by Schmeidler and
to those found in the USA. Anpatterns
McConnell (1959) of sheep (believers in
two items are of interest. To
to
swers
ESP) and goats (hard line sceptics)
"your mind or soul can
statement
the
and
almost 70% of the group were sheep;
and travel (astral probody
your
leave
reader
surprisingly, from a
this,
agreed, with 36% being
34%
jection)"
sample 63% of whom had degrees.
30% disagreeing. To an
and
undecided
In their 1980 book "The Psychology
have the ability
people
"some
item
ESP
of the Psychic", New Zealanders Marks
surprising 58%
a
future"
the
predict
to
their
and Kammann report that among
the remainwith
disagreed,
16%
agreed,
in
believed
undergraduate students 80%
undecided.
being
26%
ing
in
believed
mental telepathy; over 50%
In the final study L.J. asked 652
astral travelling, and almost a third
to evaluate 31 paranormal phestudents
psychic
personal
have
claimed to
of evidence
a "strength
on
nomena
powers.
strong to
very
from
ranged
that
scale"
These results parallel those rewere
results
again
Once
non-existent.
States where
ported in the United
withstandnot
Acupuncture,
startling.
"The
editor of
Frazier,
Kendrick
inq the continuing controversy over
Skeptical Enquirer", reported findings
specific therapeutic value (see
its
from a recent (1984) Gallup youth surSkrabanek, 1984) was seen as having the
vey. When compared to earlier 1978
strongest supportive evidence, 84.5%.
figures, it was found that among teenOnly 7.7% viewed the evidence as being
agers, belief in astrology had increasweak or non-existent. Creationism too,
ed from 40% to 55% while belief in ESP
provided interesting figures: 34% see
had decreased sligntly from 67% to 59%.
the evidence as strong or very strong,
The present report presents some
41% see it as weak or non-existent,
preliminary findings that relate to bewhile 24% don't know. For ESP the evidamong
astrology
in ESP and
lief
ence was seen as being strong to very
students.
undergraduate
Australian
strong by 51%, with only 31% seeing it
Results come from a series of studies
as weak or non-existent.
that have been conducted by graduate
Taken together these figures sugpsychology students at the University
gest that young Australian adults have
of Queensland.
the same beliefs as their overseas
over 1000 enrol each year in our
counterparts. There is obviously wideintroductory psychology courses. As all
the SKEPTIC
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spread belief in paranormal phenomena
and an acceptance of the evidence for,
and the reality of, ESP.
REFERENCES
Evans, C.E.
(1973) "Parapsychology
What the.Questionnaire Revealed". New
Scientist, 57(830), 209
Frazier, K.F. (1985) "Gallup Youth Poll
Finds Huge Belief in ESP, Astrology".
SkepticalEnquirer, 9, 113-115
Marks, D. and Kammann, R. (1980) "The
Psychology of the Psychic". New York:
Prometheus
Nixon, H.K.
(1925)
"Some
Popular

1986 SUBSCRIPTION $13
The National Committee decided at
its October meeting that the 1986 subscription to "The Skepticll would be
$13. The increase from the previous $8
was needed to realistically cover the
costs of production of this quarterly
journal plus allow some funds for costs
of administration, operations, research
and development of our voluntary organisation.
Whilst 1985 has proven most successful measured in terms of achievements yet our income has barely met our
costs, notwithstanding many donations,
and some profits from the holding of ·
our first National Convention in Sydney
and the Seminar on Creation Science at
Monash University, Melbourne. Achievements other than the above two functions have included scientifically testing a psychometrist, de-bunking the
Melbourne Ouija Board of Works, almost
the SKEP'.l'IC

Answers
Some
Psychological
to
Questions".
American
Journal
of
Psychology, 36, 418-423
Schmeidler, G. and McConnell, R. (1958)
"ESP and Personality Patterns". New
Haven: Yale University Press
Skrabanek, P. (1984) "Acupuncture and
the Age of Unreason". Lancet, May 26,
1169-1171
Tobacyk, J. and Milford, G.
(1983)
"Belief
in
Paranormal Phenomena:
Assessment Instrument Development and
Implications
for
Personality
Functioning". Journal of Personality
and Social Psycholoq~, 44, 1029-1037

doubling the numbers of _subscribers,
and _ having now good working Committees
in all States and the ACT.
We look forward to an even more
successful 1986 based on your continued
support, including your donations.
James Gerrand,
National Secretary.

VICTORIAN SKEPTICS XMAS PARTY
Victorian subscribers and family
are invited to a Xmas party to be held
from 12 noon on Sunday 8 December at
Betty and James
Gerrand home, 4/9
Kinkora Rd, Hawthorn.
Bring a
plate and
drink.
A
barbecue will be available. If you have
an outdoor folding chair that could
help.
Please let Betty or James know
(8616443) by Friday 6 December.
November 1985 page 5

PARANORMAL AUSTRALIA.
ELECTRIC MIN MIN LIGHT

ASTROLOGICAL LETTERED TIN
At Victoria's first auction of car
"personalised"
with
plates
number
words, star sign plates fetched good
prices.
GEMINI $1000,
included
Prices
TAURUS $600, LIBRA $600, ARIES $500,
PISCES $500, VIRGO, $400.
No SKEPTIC plates were sold.
- Melbourne "Age", 23/10/85

BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD
Tasmanian pensioner and amateur
mathematician Dick Edwards predicted
the whole world (except Tasmania) would
end at 10 pm on September 23, 1985.
He calculated the time from the
description of Armageddon in Revelation and by numerology.
- "Tasmanian Mail" 18/6/85
- "Sunday Press" 22/9/85

ALICE SPRINGS EXPANDS
CONSCIOUSNESS
According to Ms Juni Cox, "New
Age" teacher and advisor, Alice Springs
is a spiritual centre with a very
strong line of energy that runs through
parts of
to different
Alice
the
Australia.
Ms Cox says many who travel to the
Alice do not realise until later how
their consciousness has grown.
- "Centralian Advocate", 23/8/85

the SKEPTIC

The local town fathers of Boulia
(Queensland) have come up with a solution to enable tourists to see tlle mysterious and infrequent Min Min light.
They have decided to build an
electric artificial Min Min light and
to locate it in the main street of
Boulia.
Legend has it the light comes from
a graveyard beside the old Min Min
hotel 100 km from Boulia, but the new
location will make it more accessible
to tourists.
"Truth" 19/10/85

JUST NOT CRICKET
Alan Border said he appreciated a
telegram from Adelaide's Father John
Fleming, telling he prayed for rain in
Manchester. It worked, of course. It
rained just about all summer in England
this year. The Porns didn't need any
more rain, and Alan Border and his team
needed more than prayers to keep the
Ashes. If only Father John would direct
his efforts to praying for rain at
Maree, or Birdsville, or Marble Bar .
Now that would be a real test.

WRAN'S UFO GOES WEST
The UFO sighted by the NSW Premier
Neville Wran over Coffs Harbour (NSW)
on Sept. 8 was later found to be a
weather balloon.
The Perth Weather Bureau confirmed
on Sept. 10 that it was a high altitude
weather balloon.
eastern states newspapers
Many
that reported the original mysterious
sightings as a UFO did not report the
solving of the mystery.
- "Age", "Sun", 9/9/85
- "West Australian" 9 ,11/9/85
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LETTERS
Ve.M EclUoJr..,
MoJr..e. on de.Me.Ming -6 pe.e.d on light
I have. be.en noUow,i,ng w..Uh inte.Jr..ut the. Mgu.me.nt-6 Jt.a,U:, e.d a.gain.6t the.
c.Jte.a.tioni.6t be.lien that the. .6pe.e.d OD
light hcv., de.c.Jte.cv.,e.d by a. na.c;t.oJr.. on 2
rn.,i,,lU.on o'1.. -60 ove.Jr.. the. pcv.,t 6000 !fe.aJL6.
One. point c.onc.e.Jr..ning thi-6 that
hcv.,n 't be.en mentioned ,v., the. na.c;t, that
ove.Jr.. the. pcv.,t 10 ye.a,,v., e.x:tJte.mely a.c.c.Ull.a.te. me.MWte.me.nt-6 on the. -6 pe.e.d on
light ha.ve. be.en ma.de. a.nd thue. do not
.6how the. .6lightut c.hange.. The. point ,v.,
that in the. .6pe.e.d hcv., c/Jwppe.d -60 qu,i,c.kly the.Jr..e. mw.,t be. a. .6ma.U Jr..uidual.
c.hang e. '1..e.maining (a.t le.Mt) that c.o uld
have. be.en pic.ke.d up OVe.'1.. the. pcv.,t new
ye.a,,v.,.
0n a. din ne.Jr..e.nt ma.tte.Jr.. I wa.-6 inte.Jr..ute.d to Jr..e.a.d a.bout the. "a.nti-gJr.a.v..Uy
hiU" in the. Se.ptembe.Jr.. "Ske.pilc.", cv., I
ha.ve. a.lwa.y.6 thought the.Jr..e. wa.-6 a. -6,i,milM
,i,Uw.,ion in the. .6t'1..e.e.t whe.Jr..e. I live..
Wha..t I 6,lnd inc.Jte.dible. a.bout the. "magnetic. h,i,U" .6a.ga. ,i,,6 that no-one. bothe.Jr..e.d to ta.ke. out a. -6 p,i,Jr..li level to nind
out whic.h UXl!f the. h,i,U Jr..e.a.Uy .6lope.d!
Va.vid WiddoW6on
Ve.aJt EclUotz_,
Comme.nt-6 on the. "Ske.ptic.", Se.pt.'85.
KMe.n Hunt and the. MMBW c.cv.,e. Jr..e.nle.c.t-6 not .60 muc.h an ,v.,oWe.d inc.,i,de.nt, but the. OlW»Md J.iign on a. w,i,de..6p'1..e.ad and J.ie.Jr..,tow., ma.tte.Jr... We. now live.
in the. .6ue.ntinic. a.ge, but how many
tJ/..aine.d J.iue.nt,i,,6:t-6 a.c;t.ual.ly hold po-6..Uio n-6 on powe.Jr..? The.Jr..e. ,v., the. c.Ull..'1.e.nt
myth, a. Jr..a.the.Jr.. anue.nt one. in oac;t.,
that .6a!f.6 that a. "libe.Jr..at humandiu"
type. on educ.a.lion ,v., be.:t:te.Jr.. nille.d noll.
the. tz_uling c.la.6-6. Sue.nt,i,,6:t-6 Me. tJr..e.ate.d (a.nd paid ac.c.oJr..dingly) M me.n,i,a.,t,6 to
de.an up the. me.-6-6 e.-6 thu e. "libe.'1..al
huma.ndiu" pe.o ple. Me.ate..
It ,v., not -60 muc.h that .thu e
people. who -6.tudy J.iubje.c.t-6 like plui.0.60phy, e.c.onom,i,c.-6, Engwh l,i,te.Jr..a.tu.1te., Me.
tota.Uy unqua.U6,[e.d to make. a.ny .60'1.t on
polic.y de.wion in a.n a.ge. that c.atl-6
e.Ve.'1..!f
nail. .6ue,ntioic. e.xpe.Jr..ti.6e, ,tn
6,leld, but Jr..a.the.Jr.. .they Me. we.U a.wMe
that they J.ihould be. out on the. dole.
queue. and a J.iue.nt,i,,6.t .6hould be wtead
in thw highly paid '1..e..6pon.6ible. job.
the SKEPTIC

They c.on.6e.que.ntly ha.ve. J.iuc.h a. ha.tJr..e.d
and oe.M on J.iue.nt,i,,6:t-6 Jr..e.plaung them
(cv., they .6oon w,i,U 011. ouJt c.ountJr..y w,i,U
go unde.Jr..) that ..U ,v., not .6u.1tpwing
that they w,i,il do anything to avoid
having to c.a.U on .6ue.nt,i,,6t.6 to te.U
them what to do. The,,LJz, hope. that a.
p-6!:fc.hic. c.ould ma.ke J.iue.nt,i,,6:t-6 tz_e.dunda.nt
,v., a. tz_e. nle.c.tio n on the .6 ta.te. on panic.
they Me in !
S.uil., in Ske.pilc.-6 Me going to e.nc.outz_a.g e. people like. pmo.6ophe.'1..6 to
tz_e.p1tue.nt them (J.Je.e addll.u.6 by VJr.. Pe.te.Jr..
Woolc.oc.k, p23), they Me only .6uppoll.t•
ing the J.Jtatw., qua and have no gtz_ound6
to cJu.,ti,c.,v., e the MMBW. In the Ske.ptic.-6
Me to J.iuppoll.t J.iubjec.t-6 like. phi.l.o.6oph!f
be.,i,ng taught at unive.'1..6li!f, they have
no gtz_ound6 to obje.c;t, to the. te.a.c.h,lng on
J.iubje.c.t-6 J.iuc.h cv., cv.,tJr..ology and c.Jte.ailon
J.ic.ie.nc.e. CJr..e.a.tion J.iue.nc.e wa.-6, a. hundJz.e.d odd ye.a,,v., ago, oJr..thodox J.iue.nc.e. and
the Ph,i,to.6ophy Ve.pa.Jr..tment a.ta. unive.Jr...6U!f wa.-6 one. on the. la!tgut. IJ.in' t ..U
tz_ele.gata.bout we. ph,i,to.6oph!f Wct.,6
e.d to the. tuna.tic. nJ/..inge al-60? It-6
.6ta.tw., in the. m,i,nd 06 a.U but the. Jr..a.tbag · nJr..a.te.Jr..nli!f ,v., now cv., low cv., c.Jte.at,lon .6ue.nc.e., .60 why Me. the Ske.ptic.-6
,j uppoJz.t,i,ng th,i,,6 no n-6 e.n-6 e?
It ,v., c.e.Jz.tainly J.itupid to bemoan
the. 6ac;t. that J.i.tude.nt-6 Me not ta.king
up .6ue.nc.e., when J.iuenc.e. ,V., -60 pooJr..iy
pa.,i,d , .6 o w ec.u.1te, -6 a p'1..o ne. to budget
c.ut-6.

"O ,v., nail. 0Jr..ange.". Thi-6 ,v., a Ve.'1..!f
good Jz.e.vie.w. Thi-6 book ,v., pJr..,i,maJt,i,iy a.
Jz.e.ne.Jr..e.nc.e and -60 c.ould not be. c.onden-6e.d. Sally BelnJr..a.ge.' -6 book ,v., though, I
CV.,.6Ulte., e.m,i,ne.ntly Jz.e.ada.ble, even in !JOU
Me. not ,i,nte.Jr..uted in the. c.uU; but U
,V., WO e,,6,6e,nt,i,a.l '1..e.a.d,i,ng io !JOU Me..
Pe.Jr..hap-6 .6ome.one w,i,U :tuJtn out a. de.oiniilve. book. on the c.uU, but ..U ,v., J.iilU
in tUJz.moil and any.thing WJU.tte.n now
wou.£.d. p1toba.bty Mon be. out on date..
Adll.,i,an va.n Le.en ,v., qulie. bJz.illiant a.nd
hcv., I think .the. but knowledge an c.ult-6
in Aw.,:tJtaLi..a... He pll.oduc.u a monthly
pa,pe.Jr.. giving a lot on de.tailed innoJz.mation on vaJt,i,ow., c.ult-6. It ,v., Ve.'1..!f good.
H,v., ,lmpalit[a.,li;ty ,v., qulie. Mtoni/2hing
Ke.Uh Rex
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LETTERS.
continued
LETTER to the University News,
University of Newcastle

Ve.a.It EcU:toJc.,
HM the. Po-0ilive. Iru,tla;tlvu Commi.tt.e.e. -0tfl.uc.k. a.ga,ln? Vid the. BuMaJt 1te.q~ilion a. ne.w Govt. StoJtU c.Jc.y-0tal
ba.lt 601t the. Vic.e.-Cha.nc.e.Uo1t? I-0 the.
UMve.Mily a.t lMt g<UMng a. ne.w -0 e.w., e.
06 fue.c.tion?
A la.Jtge.
a.dveJLW eme.nt in ti 1.e.
Ne.we.Mile. "He.Jc.aid" on Sa.tuJc.da.y, Oc.tobe./1.
26, unde.Jc. the. ba.nne.Jc. "The. UMve.Mily 06
Ne.we.Mile. Loo~ Ahe.a.d", a.nnounc.u tha.t
dow-0e.Jc. MJc. Vu Wye.:tt 06 HobaJtt will
te.a.c.h wa.te.Jc. ~v..(.Mng. It -0ta.tu tha.t
"The. c.ouMe. ..(.-0 upe.ually valuable. to
pe.ople. who ne.e.d to loc.a.te. -0ouJc.c.u 06
wa.te.Jc.. " The. c.ouM e. 6e.e. ..(.-0 $35.
Le.t M hope. tha.t the. UMve.Mily
hM a.ppUe.d 6oJc. a. pe.'1..rlii,t unde.Jc. the. Lotte.Jc...(.U Ac.t to a.void bung -0ubje.c.t to
p1to-0e.c.~on by fugJc.untle.d membe.M 06
the. 6e.e.-pa.ying public. who do not a.pp!l.e.ua.te. dfl.y humouJc.. At le.Mt I a.lwa.y-0
~a.gine.d tha.t ga.mu 06 c.ha.nc.e. aJte. c.ove.Jc.e.d by e.ilhe.Jc. the. Lofte.Jc...(.U ofl. Ga,m..{,ng
Aw.
Should the.Jc.e. happe.n to be. -0ome.
Jc.e.al bM..(.-0 6oJc. dow.6ing, Mn. Wyett c.ould
e.a.Jc.n 6a1t moJc.e. tha.n the. modut WEA Jc.e.mune.Jc.a.t..(.on a.nd I I would -0uppo-0e.) Jc.e.tUJc.n
6a1tU 61tom HobaJtt. He. c.ould e.Mily
c.l~ a. pfl...(,ze. 06 ove.Jc. $33000, o66e.Jc.e.d
j o..{.nt[y by Vic.k. Smilh, Phillip Ada.m-0

a.nd the. Ame.Jc...(.c.a.n ma.giua.n, Ja.mu Ra.n~,
to a.ny pe.Mon W-i..W.ng to ha.ve. thw
dow.6 ..{.ng c1.a,i,mf., -0 ue.nil6ic.a.lty ve,Jc...(,Me.d.
I 6 Mvi. Wy.ett c.a.n p11.ove. ~ c1.a,i,mf.,,
unlike. othe.Jc. dow.6 e.M who ..{.»VaJt..(.a.bly
6a.U ..(,» tuu unde.Jc. c.ontfl.oUe.d c.oncU:tion-0, will the. UMve.Mily o66e.Jc. c.ouMU
in othe.Jc. paJta.noJc.mal -0ub j e.w? We.e.k.e.nd
-0c.hool in le.vaa.uon mlght "UM" the.
UMve.Mily' -0 ~a.ge. (i6 not~ng we.). A
de.gJc.e.e. in p-0yc.~c. -0uJc.ge.Jc.y would be. a.
big ha wilh a.ppUc.a.nt-0 6<Uling to ma.k.e.
U into the. Me.~c.al 6a.c.uUy.
We. mlght not ha.ve. a. Ve.paJttme.nt 06
Politic.al Sue.nc.e., but AppUe.d A-OtJc.ology I, II a.nd III would be. the. next
but t~ng. A unU ofl. two in PJc.a.c.tic.al
Clwvoya.nc.e. c.ould woJc.k. wonde.M 6oJc.
gJc.a.dua.tu 6Jc.om the. Fa.c.uUy 06 Ec.onomlc.-0
a.nd Comme.Jc.c.e.. ]Mt ~a.gine. a. bJc.and ne.w
Fa.c.uUy 06 Phite.nology, Palm..(.-Ot!l.tj a.nd
Pa.1ta.p-0yc.hology wilh a. ~ghl.y quai,i,6ie.d
-6ta. 66 o6 le.p1te.c.ha.un le.c.tuJc.e.M led by a.
poUe.Jc.gWt
p1to6UMJc. (wha.t ..(.-0 -60
-6tfl.a.nge. a.bout tha.t?) •
Wm the. e.ve.Jc.-gulUble. public. 6Jc.om
he.Jc.e. a..nd ove.Me.M 6loc.k.,i,ng to 6oJc.k. out
ha.Jc.d c.Mh to e.nJc.ol, the. UMve.Mily
c.ould be. well on the. wa.y to - 0 ~ 61Jing
the. Gove.Jc.nme.nt'-6 ne.w maJtk.e.ting polic.y
601t te.Jc.t,i,My e.duc.a.tion.
Now, ha.ving boggled my own mlnd,
I' U believe. a.nyt~g. My tea-le.a.vu
tell me. tha.t I wLe.l be.c.ome. 6a.moM i6
I he.a.d 066 to Loc.h NU-6 w.,i;th my we.t-6ud a.nd -6pe.aJt gun. Anyone. c.omlng
along 6oJc. the. Jc...(,de.?
Colin Ke.a.y,
Ve.pt o6 Me.ta.phy-0ic.-6

THE UNIVERSITY
~ OF NEWCAS11E
~~~~ l.1OOKS AHEAD

II

Members of the Hunter
Community are Invited
to share In these
events on the campus
In November.

DOWSING

November 22-2,, 7.30pm. Mr Des Wyett, of Hobart, win
teach water divining. ·'the course is especially valuable
1D people who need to loca1e sources of water. Fee,
135. WEA. Adult Education Centre, Union St, Newcastle. Prior enrolment essential.
Enquiries: 68-5600 or 68-5522.
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Type-setting - James Gerrand
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Astrology - The Oldest Con Game.

by Vince Ford

PART ONE
Four years ago my sister had a
baby. Hardly a world-shattering event I
know. But shortly following the event
she was presented with a "baby-book"
the first few pages of which were full
of spaces to fill in with all the usual
guff about times, weights, and all the
new mothers
other information that
think they will cherish forever. One
such page was full of little spaces for
astrological data. Now my sister is
well aware that there is a bit of a
difference between astronomy and astrology (knowing this she is well ahead of
much of the world's population) and
figures that the positions of the sun,
moon and planets should be fairly independent of where they come from. So
she asked me to provide the info for
page 4. Now up until then I had managed
to get along quite happily without worrying about astrologers and their horoscopes, but sisters are a force to be
reckoned with. So I got out the ephemerides, read off the positions and
faced the table on page 4. Four years
later the table is still incomplete, as
it quickly became apparent to me that
there is absolutely no relationship between the real physical universe that
we live in and the undefined, inconsistent and thoroughly unreal world of
fundamental
astrology, even to the
point of just where a planet is in the
sky at a given time.
This led me to take a closer look
at astrology. After all, like taxes and
measles, it has been with us from the
dawn of history. Lots of people confuse
astronomy and astrology, so maybe it
was time that I found out the similarities and differences. Differences were
not hard to . find, but apart from the
fact that both fields were concerned
with astronomical bodies, I could not
find a single similarity.
Until the 16th century there was
the
between
difference
great
no
astronomer and the astrologer; indeed
same
they were often one and the
person. There were no instruments for
observing the heavens and everybody
knew that the earth was the centre of
the universe. After all you could see
that everything revolved about it. To
of the time
the naked eye observers
the SKEPTIC

there were seven bodies that appeared
different to the rest, the sun, the
moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn. The other planets were not due
for a few centuries.
discovery
for
Unlike the stars which stayed in the
same place relativ~ to each other,
these seven objects moved across the
heavens in complicated paths, never
being in the same relative positionso
Obviously this had some deep hidden
meaning for mankind •. After all seven
was a theologically perfect number. So
to
arose
astrology
the art of
interpret the messages written in these
changing patterns.
Following the invention of the telescope by Galileo, and the mathematical
breakthroughs of Kepler and Copernicus,
it became clear that the earth was not
the centre of the universe, and the apparently complex paths of the sun, moon
and planets was really quite simple
when looked at the right way. Newton
explained the driving force (gravity)
and the universe was laid open for explorationo Astronomy took off to become
the science that it is today, a science
that combines all other sciences with
the latest in technology to explore the
fascinating cosmos that surrounds us,
and humanity's place in it.
hand,
the other
Astrology on
stayed just where it was. The first
thing that strikes astronomers when
astrology is that
look into
they
the
using
still
are
astrologers
cosmology of the 16th century. For an
astrologer, the earth is still the
centre about which everything moves.
Mysterious meanings are apparently
spelled out by the movements of the
planets against the background stars.
The basic fundamental belief of
astrology is that the personality and
life history of a person are determined
by the positions of the sun, moon and
planets at the moment of birth. No reasonable explanation is ever given why
this should be so. It is a puzzle to me
why such a mysterious influence should
start acting at the moment of birth.
Why not at the moment of conception?
Another pre-16th century idea rearing
its head?
continued
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continued
Astrologers relate the positions
of the sun, moon and planets to "signs"
or "houses" along a band of sky called
the zodiac. The zodiac is the area of
sky in which the sun, moon and planets
are usually found. For the astrologer
it contains 12 equal signs - Aries,
Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo,
Libra, Scorpius, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius and Pisces. All these
houses are 30 degrees long and extend
18 degrees either side of the ecliptic
(zodiacal equator). They bear absolutely no relationship to the astronomical
constellations, apart from using the
same names. The astronomer at this
stage quietly points out that the 12
constellations are by no means 30x36
degrees and rectangular, but are different sizes and shapes. In any case
there
are two more constellations,
Ophiuchus and Cetus which cross the
ecliptic and fill a fair bit of the
zodiac, and several more constellations
that enter into the houses. Astrologers
mutter "tradition"
and ignore
the
intrusions.
A further problem in astrological
positions is that of the precession of
the equinoxes. Precession is due to the
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slow change in the direction that the
earth's rotation axis points in space.
Over the centuries it traces a circle
in the sky, taking 26000 years to return to its starting point, in the process changing the position in the sky
of the celestial poles and the ecliptic. This is a real headache for the
astrologer who ties the zodiac signs to
the time of year, as the shift is such
that the astrological sign is presently
not even in the constellation whose
name it bears. For example, I was born
on the 27th February 1943, at 2 am. According to conventional astrology, my
sun sign (that is the constellation the
sun was in at the time of birth) is
Pisces. However, due to precession, the
sun was actually in Aquarius. Similarly
all the planets were one constellation
back from where the astrologers would
place them.
(This is the reason why
page 4 was never filled out, as I believe a planet should be recorded as
being where it is,rather than where
someone thinks it should be). Lord
alone knows what happens if the sun is
in Ophiuchus. Astrologers don't even
admit the possibility.
The effect of precession is that
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continued
the patch of sky that was overhead at a
given time this year (Pisces, say) will
not be exactly overhead at the same
time next year, and in a century's time
will not be anywhere near overhead. So
the astrologer who says that the house
of Pisces is overhead at that time each
year has real problems if he or she insists that the house is in any way tied
to the movement of the sky. It seems to
me that precession is the key. If astrology is measuring anything at all, it
must have to do with the earth, not the
skies. To overcome this problem of precession some astroiogers have tried to
introduce a siderial zodiac in which
the zodiac signs are tied to the true
movement of the sky, rather than the
time of year. But they are treated as
heretics
by the majority of their
colleagues.
The result of the division of the
sky into 12 equal zodiacal constellations and of precession is that the skymap of the astrologer bears no resemblance to reality. And of course the
rest of the sky - the 72 degrees each
side between the zodiac and the poles is not considered by the astrologer,
although it contains astronomical objects of great importance to our understanding of the universe.
As to what the mysterious influence is that allows planets to shape
our futures, astrologers can only postulate an "as yet undiscovered" force.
They claim such a force must exist because astrology works. However the only
reason to postulate such a force is to
explain astrology. This is the type of
logic that any schoolchild learns to
distrust. "We know the force exists because it makes astrology work, and we
know that astrology works because the
force must exist." Really! We do know
that the "force" isn't gravitational,
electromagnetic
or
radiational
in
nature as these forces all obey rational self-consistent laws. It would also
have the amazing property of remembering the laws of precession. Frankly, I
consider that the sciences relating to
genetics, heredity, psychology and the
environment
can explain a person's
makeup and behaviour in a far more logical, self-consistent and believable
way.
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The effects on a person's future
are supposedly tied to whether the sun,
moon and planets are rising, setting or
whatever at the time of birth. This in- ·
traduces problems for those who are
born beyond the Arctic Circle, as there
are about six months of every year when ·
the sun, moon and planets are not visible from these latitudes. So people
born there have no horoscope and are
free of the mysterious influence? I bet
astrologers do as good a trade in
Murmansk as they do elsewhere.

Vince Ford is a Research Officer - Mount
Stromlo
and
Siding
Spring
Observatories,
Australian
National
University.

CO-RAP/CS ICOP
STUDENT SCIENCE CONTEST
The Colorado (USA) Organisation
for a Rational Alternative to Pseudoscience (CO-RAP), in
co-sponsorship
with the CoITuuittee for the Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal (CSICOP), will be holding their
1986
International
Conference
in
Boulder, Colorado, on April 25 - 27.
As part of the Conference activities, CO-RAP and CSICOP are co-sponsoring a state-wide contest to provide
Colorado students, grades 7 - 12, with
an opportunity to propose experiments
dealing with areas on the fringe of
science,
those
areas that receive
little if any critical exposure but yet
are part of the popular culture. A
$200 . first place prize is but a portion of the total prizes to be awarded.
For a copy of the "CO-RAP/CSICOP
Student Science
Experiment Proposal
Contest" guide
which gives contest
ideas, rules, and prizes contact:
Patrick Wilkinson,
Coordinator CO-RAP/CSICOP Contest,
Platte Valley Sr.-Sr. High School,
Kersey, CO, 80644, USA.
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Seer Tom
cashes
1n on his
fortune
•

CLAIRVOV ANT Tom Wards won't say how much he earns
- "The last time that was published, the Taxation Department
told me I owed them $20,000," he says.
But when Mr Wards leaves Australia
early next month for semi-retirement in
"Bonny Scotland", he'll depart a wealthy
man.
His prosperity is due to the thousands of
z people who've paid around $30 each for a
o "clairvoyant reading" that he says takes a
~ mere 15 minutes.
Mr Wards has already sold offices in
3
b" Melbourne and Sydney and yesterday he
~ put his spacious Narara home near Gosford, in NSW, up for auction.
0 The five-bedroom home on a large block,
oo with spa and swimming pool, was passed
u, in at $138,000.
But the auctioneer, Mr Peter Brand, said
'd . later negotiations were under way and he
PJ expected a sale in excess of $150,000.
"It was a very good auction and you can
~
consider it sold," he said.
t; Mr Wards is also selling antiques and
treasures, including a miniature gondola
he values at $4000 and a 200-year-old
Limoges solid gold trinket box that once
belonged to a French dauphin.
He will part with his large collection of
fine china including many Royal Doulton

SE: CAREFUL ... I .SEE
'(OU

LOS IN<i-

MoNEY

.SOM~

-----

SOON

By JANE SYMONS
and Royal Albert pieces and countless
valuable antiques.
Mr Wards says he expects the auction of
his home and contents to net $250,000.
Some "clairvoyants" claim paranormal
powers disappear if they're turned to profit, but not Mr Wards.
"That's ridiculous," he says of the theory.
"If you have a talent, you use it, just like
a pianist or a ballet dancer.
"If you have a gift I don't see anything
wrong in using it.
"Clairvoyant powers have got nothing to
do with how much money you can make.
"I have taken over a million dollars in
fees. I run a business as a consultant with
offices and staff and other overheads.
"It's a business not a tuppence ha'penny
caper," he says.
And he agrees that clairvoyancy has
been a very lucrative business for him.
"I was in Tasmania recently and saw 300
people in eight days," he says.
He charges $30 (less for pensioners) for
each consultation.

Tom Wards . .. clairvoyant powers nothing to do with how much money you can make, he says.

RSL shows
"Work it out for yourself," he says.
"But that's not all profit.
"There are the offices to pay for, travel
and accommodation and staff to answer
the hundreds of letters I get each week. "
Even so, his week In Tasmania must
have grossed him about $9000.
Mr Wards earns additional income for his
clairvoyancy shows at RSL and Leagues
clubs around NSW.
And when he returns to the United
Kingdom, he wants to put together a stage
act for London believers.
"I've always ertjoyed the stage work," he
says.
But despite the profitability of Mr
Wards's clairvoyant readings, the selfstyled seer has declined to take part in a
controlled scientific test of his claimed
powers.
The president of the Australian Skeptics,
Mr Mark Plummer, says Mr Wards has not
replied to an invitation to "prove" his
powers and collect a $20,000 prize.
The prize is being offered by the Skeptics

to the first person to prove any paranormal
or supernatural feat.
"Perhaps Mr Wards had the foresight to
know he would not be able to prove his
powers scientifically," Mr Plummer says.
He also suggests that Mr Wards's problems with the Taxation Department
showed poor foresight for a seer.
"As a clairvoyant, I think Mr Wards
should have foreseen this problem," he
says.
Although the Australian Skeptics may
be pleased to see Mr Wards depart, he says
he will return to Australia for three months
each year to "service" his clients.

From the

Sunday Press

October 27th 1985

Tom Ward's house -near Gosford - passed

in at auction yesterday at $138,000 but
the agent says it will sell for more
than $150,000.

Comet Halley.
Part of an article by Vince Ford,
Research Officer at the Mount Stromlo
and Siding Spring Observatories of the
Australian National University. MORE
NEXT ISSUE.
The most useful observing instrument for comet watching is a good pair
of binoculars. Magnification is not as
important as a wide field of view (at
least 5 degrees), clear (and clean) optics, and reasonably large objective
lenses . Remember that the higher the
magnification of the binoculars the
harder it is to hold them steady on an
object. A good size is 7x50, i.e. 7
times magnification with 50mm objective
lenses. Such binoculars usually have a
field of clbout 8 degrees and have a
light-gathering power 50 times greater
than the unaided eye. Charts for finding the comet will be published in the
national papers at the times when Comet
Halley is visible by binoculars or the
naked eye.
From about January 10 the comet
will be "lost" as it moves into the
bright evening twilight prior to passing behind the sun, reaching perihelion
(its closest point to the sun) on
February 9.
Late in February, 1986, the comet
should be visible again, fairly bright
in the eastern morning sky just before
sunrise. During March it will move rapidly to the south and rise higher in
the morning sky as it approaches its
closest point to earth, which it will
reach on April 11. The tail may be up
to 20 or 30 degrees long and the brightness of the head may be as high as 3rd
magnitude.
It is a continual . source of wonder,
amazement and occasional anger toastronomers how much tiny, well-behaved
members or the sun's family of planets
can still, in this modern technological
age, generate such panic. There are
still superstitious people who believe
that comets are portents of doom, disaster and despair. Back before the 16th
century this belief may have been understandable, as the skies were really
dark in the days before street lights,
and bright comets were strange, spectacular
and
totally
inexplicalbe
events. Following the usual practice of
mankind the obvious thing to do was to
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think of the scariest explanation possible. So comets came to be considered
as sky-monsters, foretelling the fall
of kings and warning mankind to mend
its evil ways. So great was the fear
that
comets
inspired,
that
Pope
Callixtus formally exorcised and excommunicated Comet Halley in 1465. Why
this fear should survive past the day
that Halley showed that comets were
part of the Solar System and obeyed the
same laws of physics as the rest of the
universe, is hard to understand.
It says something
basic about
human nature, i.e. some people prefer
being scared stiff by the universe
around them to learning what a wonderful place it actually is. As there are
usually a few bright comets each year,
it is not hard for a "true believe".:"" to
find a comet to blame for any given
disaster.
But if there really was a comet
foretelling each disaster that occurs
(or that the race gets itself into),
the sky would be ablaze with bright
comets! It is significant that the
"doom merchants" completely ignore the
tens of faint comets per year that are
invisible to the naked eye. Such "doom
telling" belongs in the realm of astrology (baseless
superstition) rather
than astronomy (factual science).
Back in the 1920s when the spectrum of comets was first measured, a
mild panic resulted when molecules such
as CN (cyanogen, a highly toxic substance) were found to be present. This
led to the fear that comets litter
space with poison gas and life on earth
would become extinct if we ever collided with a comet or its tail. It fact,
the gas in a comet is so tenuous that
it is just about as close to nothing as
it is possible to get and still be
something. It is about the gas density
you would get if you pumped all the air
out of the Sydney Opera House and then
let a blowfly breathe out once into it.
The earth has passed through the
tail of several comets with no ill
effect. It went through Comet Halley's
tail in 1910; the only ill effect was
on the wallets of those who had been
conned into buying "comet-protectant"
pills and devices. The earth regularly
passes through the trails of solid
debris that litter cometary orbits.
These cause meteor showers which look
continued
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continued
spectacular but are totally harmless.
A few years ago British astronomers
Fred
Hoyle
and
Chandra
Wickramasinghe suggested that as comets
contain the chemicals needed for life
to be formed, such as DNA, then comets
may play a vital role in "seeding" the

universe with life. They went further
and claimed to have detected simple
micro-organisms (flu germsl in comet
spectra. Further work has failed to
confirm this, but more data are needed,
and
Comet Halley
may provide the
answer.

In this, the first Australian photograph to be published of the approaching comet, Halley's is but a fuzzy blob of light. The Perth telescope tracked
the moving comet to produce the picture, causing the background start to "streak' as if in motion.

THE AGE, Tuesday 19 November 1985

The Skeptics Paranormal Quiz.
It's time now to test your knowledge of the mysteries of the universe.
So get on your pyramid caps, set aside
your parsimonious thinking patterns,
and synchronize yourself with the harmonic forces of the cosmos.
Anyone who can guess the correct
answers to all ten questions before
they were published should send them to
the author by extra-sensory
means.
Winners will receive a pair of telepathic earmuffs designed to screen out
the background babble of psychic messages in the environment. I guarantee
that with these psychic earmuffs you
will not hear any telepathic noises
whatsoever.
Good luck with the quiz.

Return Address
National Secretariat,
GPO Box 1555P,
Melbourne, Vic. 3001,
Australia.
the SKEPTIC

Questions
1. Why was the Professor of Paranormal
Studies fired?
2. What does the Loch Ness monster eat?
3. Where does Bigfoot vacation?
4. Why do the psychics in the tabloids
continually predict our first contact with extraterrestials?
5. Why are Remote Viewers forbidden to
look in on the
Paranormal Game
Preserve during the month of May?
6. Why was the Professor of Paranormal
Studies refused a travel grant to
attend a scholarly convention?
7. If you want to View and can,
That's your business.
If you want to stop and can't,
Who should you contact?
8. How can you avoid astrologer's fees?
9. How do you have a close encounter of
the worst kind?
10. How can a 981b psychic weakling get
back at the skeptics?
(Answers on page 23)
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Confirmed by doctors ...

GORILLA .MAKES
GIRL PREGNANT

1(j£:l§k1 ,f ,rq t<JiJ

Gorilla makes
girl pregnant

GINETTE JOURDAN recently returned from a terrifying trip to Africa
where she was kidnapped and assaulted by a huge gorilla. Experts say this
beast made Ginette Pregnnat.

Sh e,s determine
• d t0
• SpI•t e
g1ve bI•rth In
fo~~~~IH~i~~~it: of hardship involve

She is now under psychiatric care to help her through the trauma of the attack and
the difficult months ahead.
The young woman is a
doctoral
candidate
in
anrhropology at the Uni~
•
versity of Paris, in France.
She went to live in a village
•
•
d.
in the African nation of

tropical rain forest region
of the country, the village
she stayed in clings to its
ancient
traditions. The
brush and jungle growth is
so think, few travelers care
to venture through it.

Worships
For the first several
weeks , Ginette took extensive notes on trival customs and obervances. She
also videotaped many of

, - - - - - - - - - - , termine
the
genetic
by BARBARA GILBERT
makeup of this half• KIDNAPPED AND assualted by a huge gorilla (above right) while on an anthropolothe songs and dances per- human half animal fetus .
formed as daily rituals.
She asked the doctor to gical study deep within the African rain forest, pretty Frence student Ginette Jourdan
"The tribe worships determine what, if any, shown much younger and happier below, discovered she was pregnant (above left)
animals, and often monk- birth defects the infant when she managed to make her way back to the primitive tribal vU/age where she was
staying. She 's determinded to make medical history by earring the baby to full term.
eys and other jungle beasts might be born with.

~~~e::~~i~~t

:b::i:~ce~'.,

Ginette explains.
" One evening, after the
usual celebration with the
animals, several apes followed me to my tent and
carried me into the woods,"
she continues.
Elders of the tribe
ordered a search for the
missing anthropologist.
When no body was found
after a week of searching,
the tribal chief declared
Ginette dead, and a memorial service was conducted.
Then, serveral days later,

Cross
Ginette says she plans to
carry the baby to full term
if possible, as the actual
birth would make medical
history.
Doctors claim they cannot predict whether the
young researcher will cornplete her pregnancy.
Since there has never
been a cross-breed be- .
tween a human and a primate, physicians can only
guess abour the best tyype
of prenatal care to give her.
"All we can do is cross

~•t~e:~! w1if:;:~ed~~~~~- 1-o_u_r_fi_n.::g_ers_a_n_d_w_a_it_.'_'_ _ _ __:.__ _:.__ _ _ _ __J
oriented and dazed.

Stunned
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" The medicine man
brought me into his tent
and recited several incantations over me ," she
recalls. " Eventually I regained my composure and
told them about my shocking experience.
"Instead of being stunned and horrified . The
elders fell to their knees in
front of me. They said I hac
been sent to fulfill an
ancient tribal prophecy."
" A few weeks after I returned to the village. I
realized I had become
pregnant by one of the apes
who kidnapped me.
11
I was so upset I left for
France immediately."
When she arrived home ,
Ginette had her physician
consuct various tests to de-

From an unknown American Newspaper.
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Shock! Horror! Gorilla Makes Girl Pregnant
An

observation by Dr Colin P.Groves,
Senior Lecturer in Biological Anthropology Australian National University
Canberra,

The gorilla has long been known as
the prototype of King Kong. It is well
known that it drives off elephants with
clubs, strangles African men, and carries off African women for wicked purposes; we have this on the authority of
the very first white man to write about
the gorilla, tre Rev. Savage in the
1840s. Rightly did the gorilla come to
be feared; the awestruck crowds around
any gorilla cage in any zoo bear witness to its ferocity, its sexual potency (all gorillas are by definition
males), and its utter bestiality. The
first man to venture into African jungle to study the gorilla's way of life,
R L Garner in the 1920s, enclosed himself in a cage in case the frightful
beast attacked him. George Schaller in
the 1960s went to study them. They were
clearly not behaving normally, because
he was never
once attacked in 18
months: just as well, as he had forgotten to take a gun with him. Dian Fossey
was not as lucky, though. She studied
gorillas in the wild for about 15
years, and she was charged at least
twice; lucky the gorillas concerned re-
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membered appointments elsewhere - some
luckless antelope to be torn to pieces,
presumably - at the last moment, as the
charges were not pressed home. What a.
piece of luck. She might have been
raped otherwise.
Now at
last it has happened.
Ginette Jourdan was carried off, ravished and made pregnant by gorillas.
Well, she had ample warning, didn't
she? Had she never seen KING KONG?
Just as well the gorillas kept her
captive for several days. The gorilla's
erect penis is only 3 cm long, and it
obviously would have taken her captor
quite a long time to get it inserted.
He wnuld have had to make sure i t was
fully inserted, of course, because he
produces less than 1/2 ml of ejaculate,
one-fifth to one-tenth the amount produced by a man, so an inadvertent movement at the wrong instant and it would
all be gone.
Actually, it becomes a bit puzzling when you think about it. Careful
research has revealed that there are in
fact female gorillas.
Moreover, they
take the initiative in copulation. The
female comes up to the male and sits in
his lap, and they do it dog-fashion,
the filthy beasts.
So poor Ginette actually had to
take the initiative •••
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Water, Water, What Fuel Is Water.
MORE WATER-POWERED CARS
Only a few hundred yards from
where the British burnt Joan of Arc at
the stake in 1431, Jean-Pierre Chambrin
services and repairs cars for the citizens of Rouen. While this work is his
livelihood, Chambrin steals moments of
time and a few francs whenever possible
to work on his passion, a water-fueled
car.
As a young man serving his apprenticeship as a blacksmith Chambrin was
fascinated by
the apparent immense
surge of energy released when red-hot
metal was plunged into water. Later as
a young mechanic Chambrin combined this
inspiration with the knowledge that
steam "could be split into its constituent and combustible gases". It was in
1956 during the Suez crisis that introduced petrol shortages and rationing to
the world, that Chambrin achieved his
goal - a water-powered car!
That's not strictly true though,
for Chambrin's fuel is a water/alcohol
blend. Chambrin has a bench-mounted
Citroen engine that apparently runs on
a 95% water/5% alcohol blend and is
used to power the hot water system for
his garage and house, and also a modified Renault 16TL which runs off a 50%
water/SO% alcohol engine blend.
The alcohol may be of any type,
particularly the cheap methanol (the
poisonous one) or ethanol (the drinkable one). This and the water (which
Chambrin insists should be pure, especially free of contamination with lead,
to avoid shortening the life of his
secret catalyst) are split by the heat
from the engine's exhaust gases into a
complicated
mixture of
combustible
gases in a 100xl50x250 mm secret "Black
Box" situated between the carburettor
and the cylinder head inlet ports. It
is these combustible gases that power
his engines. The farmers of Europe are
right behind Chambrin. Sugar-beet is
one of the most profitable crops, and
with the increased demand for sugar for
fermentation to alcohol for the transport industry that Chambrin's "Black
Box" would generate, agriculture would
be revolutionized. The farmers would be
the next generation of power-brokers,

by Dr A G Wheeler

and every time that you or I paid our
dollar or two for a tankfull of alcohol
and water to last us the following
week, they would receive our prayer of
thanks.
Not only cheap
and renewable,
Chambrin's fuel is also non-polluting.
A white card held in the exhaust gases
of a conventional petrol engine is soon
blackened, while a similar exercise
with Chambrin's water-powered engine
leaves the card unmarked.
Since Chambrin has perfected his
device he has been unable to obtain
recognition. The oil companies have
called him a fraud! Nevertheless, and
despite the hostile opposition from
those with vested interests in the oil
industry, Chambrin must have something
of value because industrial spies and
government representatives plague Rouen
with their enquiries, eavesdropping and
prying. Now, after much effort by himself and a few friends, and more than
$30000 of his
own money invested,
Chambrin has the backing of an independent group of Strasbourg scientistso
With their help the commercial production
of Chambrin's "Black
Box" is
imminent.
Of course this is all fairytale
stuff ••• For a start the pattern is all
too familiar: the
inspired lateral
thought, the long history of patient
effort and financial investment, the
vague "science", the "official" disbelief and persecution (The "Galileo"
syndrome), nevertheless the spies and
secret interest, the anonymous experts
who believe, the imminent commercial
triumph. It's all standard stuff. Then
there are the inconsistencies and poor
science. What are the combustible gases
contained within steam (hydrogen?) and
steam and water (hydrogen, methane?)?
Why are the ratios of water to alcohol
so very different for the two engines?
What
does
a bench-mounted Citroen
internal combustion engine contribute
to a hot water system?
But there is always hope, the
"what if?". Maybe Chambrin does have
THE SECRET; maybe cheap water-powered
cars are just around the corner. Well,

)
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I am afraid not, because Chambrin made
• his big publicity splash in 1976. If so
much commercial reality was so imminent
then we should surely all be driving it
to and from work by now. Like all purveyors of hope for the near future
Chambrin has stood the test of time,
and failed.
Have we learnt anything? Is officialdom, the motoring and popular press
and their readership less gullible? Not
a lot. Since then we have had Horvath,
and he too promised much yet delivered
nothing; he too failed the test of
time. Who will be next?

Postscript. Chambrin's engine wasn't
really
the water-powered revolution
that it was touted to be, it was rather
an alcohol-powered alternative. Alcohol
as a fuel is perfectly respectable.
Indeed alcohol (with electricity) is
currently the most practical alternative to fossil fuel.
Gasohol (20% alcohol/BO% petrol) is
available on garage forecourts in some
countries, and any petrol engine will
run on this fuel without any modificat-
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ion. It is Brazil, however, that has
the greatest commitment to alcohol and
the necessary agricultural conditions
and capacity. Because of their balance
of payments problems the Brazilians are
aiming to replace petrol with alcohol
completely by the end of the 1980s. All
their "petrol" contains 20% alcohol,
and cars that use alcohol exclusively
have been in production since 1979. (A
little petrol is still needed in these
vehicles, though only to start the
engine when the air temperature is
below 10°c.)
These vehicles need only a few
modifications, principally using the
exhaust heat to warm the inlet manifold, using different plugs and fuel
pump diaphragm, and adjusting the ignition timing. The opportunities for
other countries are limited by their
agricultural circumstances,
few
of
which are as good as those of Brazil.
However, all these vehicles run on an
alcohol/petrol blend or alcohol alone.
None use the water/alcohol blend as
claimed by Chambrin, and certainly not
the water alone as claimed by Horvath.
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OVERSEAS SKEPTICS NEWS.
CSICOP International Conference
The 1985 International CSICOP meeting at University College London, June 28 and 29, drew
more than 200 registrants from around the world and included both friends and critics of the
Committee. There were participants from Norway, Sweden, Holland, Belgium, Germany, France,
Brazil, New Zealand, Australia, Canada, the United States, and elsewhere.
Paul Kurtz opened the meeting by noting the close relationship between Britain and America
in the field of psychical research. He traced the continuing diaglogue from the founding of the
British Society for Psychical Research in 1882, followed by the establishment of the American SPR
in 1885, to the founding of CSICOP in 1976 and its British branch shortly thereafter.
On Friday, the first day of the conferer.ce, there were lively discussions on UFOlogy, (featuring renowned UFO debunker Philip Klass) astrology, and past-life regressions, followed by a
banquet and presentation of the third In Praise of Reason Award to philosopher-skeptic Antony
Flew. Flew reviewed his experiences as a psychical researcher and the reasons for his skepticism
about psi.
On Saturday morning Ray Hyman, James Randi, Jim Alcock, and Mark Hansel discussed the
present status of parapsychological research. The afternoon sessions, moderated by Ken Frazier,
on "Why People Believe" and "Fringe Medicine" were followed by a report on firewalk.ing by Al
Seckel and a demonstration of conjuring by David Berglas.
At a press conference immediately preceding the conference, Jeremy Cherfas of the British
branch of CSICOP announced that a total of $250,000 had been offered by various individuals to
anyone who could demonstrate a true paranormal event. There was considerable press coverage
of the conference, with stories appearing in the Sunday Times, The Guardian, The Observer, and the
Daily Telegraph and on BBC radio reports. Belgian TV and the Norway press also reported the
conference.
The meeting ended with a merry dinner hosted by the British committee. We are grateful to
Mike Hutchinson, David Marks, Jeremy Cherfas, David Berglas, Ian Ridpath, Mark Hansel, Tony
Flew, Christopher Scott, and others in the British branch of CSICOP for making this conference
possible. We believe that the meetings stimulated further skeptical efforts in Britain and on the
Continent.

European Press Notices
The gathering also sparked unprecedented coverage of CSICOP's views throughout Europe. The
international edition of Time carried a feature story on CSICOP in a June issue, and RAJ-TV in
Italy, the educational network, interviewed CSICOP's Paul Kurtz and Ray Hyman in response to
complaints about the lack of skepticism in a pro-paranormal series broadcast this past summer
on paranormal claims. Fifteen of the leading scientists in Italy, including its five living Nobel Prize
Laureates, had protested the network's biased series and convinced them to include CSICOP's
viewpoint on shows aired June 26 and after. Europeo, one of Italy's leading national magazines,
featured a cover story on CSICOP and its contribution to the RAJ series.
Paul Kurtz, James Randi, Philip Klass, and James Alcock spoke at a news conference at a
Paris art gallery hosted by Philippe Cousin, Yves Galifret, Maurice Gross, Michel Rouze, and
others, of the Oomite Francais pour l'Etude des Phenomenes dits Paranormaux on June 27.

OFFERS FOR PROOF OF PARANORMAL
NOW TOTAL £240,000!
The British division of CSICOP
have added up all the offers being made
worldwide for proof of the paranormal
and found they total £240,000! This
total includes the Australian Skeptics
offer of $A20000.
To get the £240,000 the claimant
would have to demonstrate proof of
the SKEPTIC

extra-,-sensory perception or other paranormal phenomena. The tests would have
to be performed under controlled scientific conditions with magicians checking for trickery.
The full amount is not offered in
any one location. An Australian claimant could collect our $20000 then use
part of that prize to travel to other
countries to collect their prizes.
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Jaroff, Yost Presented
CSICOP Journalism Awards

F

OR THE FIRST time, fair and
balanced reporting of paranormal
claims has been recognized with the
establishment of the CSICOP "Responsibility in Journalism Award." Its first
recipients, Davyd Yost of the Columbus, Ohio, Citizen Journal and Leon
Jaroff, formerly managing editor of
Discover and now sciences editor of
Time, attended the presentation at the
CSICOP 1984 conference opening banquet on November 9.
SKEPTICAL INQUIRER editor Kendrick Frazier presented the -award to
Yost, whose restrained and skeptical
articles about the Columbus, Ohio,
"poltergeist" captured CSICOP's attention. "In the mold of careful, responsible
journalism, he reported the claims
straightforw ardly, as one must do as a
daily newspaper reporter," said Frazier
in awarding the plaque. ••eut each story
made a special effort to go beyond the
'he said' statement, the claims that most
of the other media took at face value.
Each one offered skeptical scrutiny and
made some special effort to get outside
expert opinion."
As managing editor of _Discover,
Leon Jaroff established the "Skeptical
Eye" column, which examines paranormal claims. In presenting the award,
CSICOP Fellow and Aviation Week
and Space Technology senior editor

New Zealand Skeptics.
We have had five requests from New
Zealand for assistance in New Zealand
paranormal claims.
CSICOP's chairman, Dr Paul Kurtz
has authorised us to establish a group
in New Zealand.
We are circulating the New Zealand
subscribers of "Skeptical Inquirer" at
present and hope to set up an initial
committee soon.
the SKEPTIC
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Leon Jaroff receives CSICOP "Responsibility
in Journalism Award" from Phil Klass.

Philip Klass cited Jarofrs "political
courage" in committing himself to a
••regular column that seeks to provide
useful perspective s-if not debunkingof some claims of the paranormal. "
Klass said that the media ·have two
approaches to reporting paranormal
claims: "pandering " to the public's
interest in the extraordinar y or ignoring
it. "Leon Jaroff decided not simply to
ignore such things, but to actually feature them-to consider them and give
them feature treatment."
Noted Frazier: "There are many
responsible reporters who want to do a
good job in covering these kinds of controversial, exotic topics. We want to
acknowledg e and encourage this kind
of positive effort in responsible
reporting."
-Andrea Szalanski

We would appreciate hearing from
any Australian skeptics who will be
visiting New Zealand in the near future
and who have time to meet with interested New Zealanders.
If you know of any New Zealanders
who may be interested in being involved
with a new group, please send us their
name and address. We will write to them
and put them in touch with the new
group.
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NORTHWEST SKEPTICS
INVESTIGATIONS
In an earlier issue, we reported
on our sister organisation, the Northwest Skeptics, who operate
in the
northwest states of the USA. Their
latest investigations are fascinating.
This
psychic-buster tale starts
with the arrival in Portland of Elaine
Proffitt. Proffitt came to Portland at
the request of the Multnomah County
Sheriff's Office. However, members of
the Portland and State Police who were
invited to hear the psychic detective
lecture, took the time to consult wit½
the Northwest Skeptics. They were able
to provide the police with a considerable amount of data on psychics and
consequently skepticism prevailed at
the
police meeting
with Proffitt.
No-one requested her psychic services.
Unable to impress local law enforcement officials, Proffitt turned
her attention to the media. Not surprisingly, local television and radio
stations jumped at the story. By not
checking her statements the media created a story where none existed.
Later, John Merrell, co-founder of
the Northwest Skeptics., learned that
Proffitt was dis.tr;ibuting information
claiming she was, actively "working with
a police department in Oregon to help
find children, and that she had amazed
them with her accuracy." A check with
the State and local police led John to
believe that these claims were not
true. He wrote to her and asked for
clarification.
Proffitt's response was to have
her local lawyer contact John, and request he cease his involvement with
Proffitt' s activities,! Following discussions with attorneys representing
John,and the attorney for Proffitt, no
further action has been taken.
Next, psychic Denis; Wilson started
appearing on a major Portland (Oregon)
radio station, as
a weekly guest.
Wilson's "readings"
are
apparently
taken as true psychic talent by most of
the listeners and by
many of the
station's staff. Wilson is a poor cold
reader, but unlike most psychics, he
details many of his credentials in a
written resume.
John checked on Wilson's credentials. Wilson claims to have attended
the SKEPTIC

Duke University. "Not even one class"
was the answer John got when he talked
with Duke University. Similarly, most
of Wilson's other credentials were incorrect. One of Wilson's claims was
that he had appeared on the Johnny
Carson television show. Merrell confronted Wilson with the information
that the Carson Show's producers denied
he had
ever appeared.
Incredibly,
Wilson answered that he had appeared
under another name. When asked what
that name was, he declined to give i_t
or to explain why he needed an alias.
Because Wilson could not adequately explain any of the discrepancies in
his statements, John provided the information he had discovered to Station
KATU, which had scheduled Wilson for an
appearance.
Following the Northwest Skeptics'
expose, Portland KOIN Television filmed
a devastating report on Wilson. Unfortunately, KATU continued to present
psychics on their programs.
The next psychic to appear was
Sandra Derrickson Moore, a strong and
vocal promoter of psychics
in the
Portland area. On March 7, AM Northwest, a KATU-produced show, interviewed
Moore. When Moore was asked what her
credentials were, she said, " ••• I'm an
old Michigan State University-educated
journalist too, and that's been my
field."
The MSU Registrar's Office said
that Moore had attended only from the
autumn of 1965 till October 1967. The
MSU spokesperson stated, "she certainly
never earned a degree - she's not even
close."
Moore was introduced by KATU as an
"outstanding writer and journalist."
They said the Oregon Mental Health
Association had named her "Communicator
of the Year".
The OHMA said that the
Association had never presented the
award for "Communicator of the Year" to
Moore.
One of the most outlandish statements made
by Moore was that the
University of California (U.C.) Davis
and the Duke University have "documented" evidence for the claim that children can ignite or physically project
objects with paranormal powers.
John contacted u.c. Davis. Not only
had they not documented such "powers",
the University had never used children
in psychic research. If u.c. Davis's
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continued
remarks were negative, they were nothing to what John heard from Duke. An
official,
Dr
Melges,
commented:
" ••• absolutely not. Pos·itively. we regard such an inference as complete fabrication. It's really sad that that
statement was actually made on the
air."
Many other unsupported claims were
made on the show. In an effort to bring
KATU's attention to the type of errors
psychics make or promote, the Northwest
Skeptics provided KATU with a 24-page
annotated transcript of Moore's interview. KATU has not replied, and instead
continues to invite psychics
on their
programs.
The recent investigations by. the
Northwest Skeptics show how patient
checking can be a powerful tool in discrediting psychics who decline to be
scientifically investigated. We look
forward to more news from our distant
brothers.

ANSWERS TO THE PARANORMAL Qu1z
failed to predict
his
own
1. He
dismissal.
2. Mermaids.
3. He time travels to the Paluxy River
in Texas.
4. They haven't read the front page
stories in the same tabloids which
explain that we have already made
contact with the aliens.
5. It's the mating season for unicorns.
6. He was expected to find out what
would go on by precognitive remote
viewing.
7. Remote Voyeurs Anonymous.
B. Get a clairvoyant to predict your
horoscope reading.
9.
Rolf Bigfoot.
10. Gellerize
their car
keys
and
spoons. They'll never be able to
drive or have soup again.
F K Donnelly,
Associate Professor of History,
University of New Brunswick, Canada.

CSICOP 1986 Conference
at the University of Colorado
CSICOP's 1986 conference will be held at the University of Colorado. Boulder.
Friday through Sunday, April 25-27.
The first meeting. on Friday afternoon. will be an "all magic" session,
with Toronto magician and journalist Henry Gordon. magician Bob Steiner of
the Bay Area Skeptics, "Captain Ray of Light." a .k.a. Douglas E. Stalker of
the University of Delaware, James (The Amazing) Randi. and others.
Friday evening will be devoted to a distinguished lecturer. (Stephen Jay
Gould has been tentatively scheduled.)
Saturday morning's session will include "Quantum Mechanics and Psychic
Phenomena," discussed by leading scholars in physics and parapsychological
research, including Helmut Schmidt. This will be followed by luncheon served
during a series of informal roundtable discussions. Saturday afternoon the
focus will be on reincarnation and related claims . Among the speakers will be
Nicholas Spanos. an authority on hypnotic regression. near-death-experience
expert Ronald Siegel. linguist Sarah Grey Thomason. and Leo Sprinkle. a
practitioner of "past-life therapy."
The main speaker at the CSICOP Banquet on Saturday night will be
biologist William V. Mayer, emeritus professor at the University of Colorado.
The evening will conclude with the presentation of CS ICOP awards.
The session on Sunday morning will focus on the skeptical "movement ."
Sociologist Ron Roberts will give an analysis of this phenomenon. and local
groups will report on their activities.
This conference is sponsored by the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal in cooperation with the Committee on the
Study of the History and Philosophy of Science and the Colorado Organization
for a Rational Alternative to Pseudoscience (CO-RAP).
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1985

THE MORNING SHOW
by Bob Steiner

"Humility is nothing to be proud of."
-Victor Serebriakofl'
And so, in th e interest of reportorial accuracy, I will
necessarily tell what happened.
WABC-TVflew me to New York to be on The Morning
Show, Friday, May 3, 1985. Host and hostess were Regis
Philben and Ann Abernathy. Guests on my segment
were Paula Roberts, full-time professional "psychic;"
Shawn Robbins , full-time professional "psychic;" and
me.
Before the show, two members of th e audience we re
selected for readings. They were told that there were
three "psychics" on hand to do readings on them. Each
of the three of us did a private reading on each of the
two of them.
The segment opened with Paula Roberts explaining:
"It doesn't really matter what you use , as long as you
come up with the basic information .... I don't like
people to get hung up on what tool we use. I always say,
as politely as possible, if you use chicken entrails on the
floor-never mind, as long as we've got the information
correctly."
Shawn Robbins told of the wonders she has don e
working with the government, spying on the Russians ,
and working with the police. "My specialty with work ing with the government is remote viewing, so if you
have a caller calling in, I would tell you what the caller is
wearing."
Regis jumped all over that: "I love that! I love that!"
Shawn Robbins, seizing upon the glory, replied:
"That's my favorite!"
Regis continued: "If we have time, I will test you on
that."
Paula did a reading on me, from "analyzing my
1handwriting." Regis requested that I tell if she was
accurate. She said that I am highly creative, imaginative, warm, generous, and a sociable sort of person.
Clearly she was correct on all of that. Then she feigned
disappointment, saying that she had hoped that I would
be intuitive, but I was strictly logical.
The results of the test with the two audience
members: Both of them ranked me the best' I was most
accurate on both of them. One ranked Paula second,
the other ranked Shawn second.
I pointed out that "Logic wins again'"
When questioned about how I had done the reading, I
pointed out that if they were both "psychic" and I were
not, then clearly they should have won on both. If it
were totally random, then I would have a one-third shot
to win on each 9f the two; winning on two out of two
would be a one in nine probability. I pointed out that
they must conclude that I have better skill in this than
they do.
Then came the callers. The first one requested that
Shawn tell her what she was wearing. Shawn refused to
guess at this. But she did say that the caller weighed
from 115 to 122 lbs. The caller's weight was 108. Shawn
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aue1111neu 4.u1cK1y w move on. 1naa w c1eany p01m out
that she had missed on her weight and had refused to
guess on her clothing.
The next caller also asked Shawn about her clothing.
Shawn asked the caller's age, which was 19. Then
Shawn said that she saw plaid, or yellowish, or yellow
and red. I guessed a sweater and skirt. The caller was
not wearing any plaid or yellow or red, but was wearing
a skirt and blouse. I was closest.
Th en Shawn said, from out of the blue, that "Hitler
· was very great about the Arian race. You 're no different
than what Hitler was . .. "
I interrupted with: "That's an outrage ... "
Then Regis stepped in-he understandably wanted
non e of her foul mouth and slimy statements.
And that, folks, was the end of the show. Skeptics-2;
"psychics"-0.

AND ANOTHER PSYCHIC
HITS TOWN ...
He is probably one of the sharpest and most sensitive
of the psychics. Perhaps you could best describe him as
everybody's favorite older brother, quick thinking,
astute to the point of eeriness, and a dispenser of good
advice. Just the kind of a guy you want to take your
probl ems to. And when Henry Dixon showed up on
KOME RADIO, in San Jose, the morning of May 13th,
just about everybody did that. Dixon, appearing on
KOME's late night Expressway talk show, held the
audience in the palm of his hand at the ungodly hour of
I :30 am, and.snapped even the most bleary-eyed listeners awak e with his un canny predictions and psychic
observations.
The unabashed truth of the matter is that, for once,
the radio audience heard a psychic so good, so sharp
and right on in his predictions, that if he hadn 't existed
somebody would have had to invent him. And of
course, somebody did.
Our own Robert Steiner had struck again! Shades of
Steve Terbot, is there no stopping this guy! Certainly
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Psychics is
sleeping on the job. Coming on like gang-busters,
Steiner-Dixon proceeded to out-psychic the best of
them. With the helpful shilling of talk-show host Larry
Johnson, Bob racked up an amazing score of direct hits
while the phone calls kept coming in. It was a performa!lce of cold-reading so masterful that even after the
unveiling some of the audience still refused to believe
that Bob wasn't the gifted "psychic" they wanted him
to be.
It was a fascinating 90 minutes. And it was skepticism
at its best. Never condescending after his "unveiling,"
Bob went on to show his listeners just how easy it is to
be fooled by a skilled professional, how cold-readings
are actually done, and how the "psychic" game is just
that, a game that can be learned and played effectively
by anyone with enough skill and patience to master it.
A masterful performance all around, and one done
with enough good humor and infectious intelligence to
charm even the "true believers" into listening to thf;
"skeptical" side of the story.
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